Adaptive Strategies
•

Getting on the Balcony. This requires stepping up onto the metaphorical balcony to survey
the broader context and relevant history, the patterns, data, emerging themes and processes.
This ability to be both involved in the work and observing it more broadly is viewed as a prerequisite for the remaining strategies. The danger is becoming mired solely in the day-to-day
efforts and unable to identify broader leverage points for change as well as the adaptive
challenges.

•

Identifying the Adaptive Challenge. This requires diagnosing, identifying, and naming the
adaptive challenge(s). This work occurs through gathering information, identifying points of
conflict that may be proxies for differing norms and values, and leadership understanding
that they, too, are contributing to the adaptive challenge.

•

Regulating Distress. In short, regulating distress requires attending to pacing and sequencing
the change and setting priorities. There needs to be a continuing sense of urgency that does
not overwhelm those doing the work.

•

Maintaining Disciplined Attention. In many ways this is a corollary to regulating distress.
One way of avoiding tension is to return to comfortable ways of work, even when those ways
of work are not resulting in desired outcomes. Key to forward progress is recognizing ‘work
avoidance’ and redirecting energies back to the difficult work at hand.

•

Giving the Work Back to the People. This involves creating conditions to let groups and
individuals take the initiative in addressing challenges. This is a shift away from a
hierarchical system of leaders leading and others taking direction and following. This means
rewarding risk-taking, engaging in ‘trial and learning’, and encouraging meaningful
participation in defining challenges and proposing solutions.

•

Protecting All Voices. Sometimes the most insightful perspectives are provided in
discomforting ways. When people are mustering the courage to speak their truth and perhaps
offer critical insights, they may not always choose the right time and place to do so. Or they
may cover their anxiety by speaking so fervently that how they are communicating gets in the
way of what they are trying to say. There is a need to hear all voices and continue to focus
on what is being said while helping to regulate how issues are being communicated.
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Adaptive Leadership Scenarios
Child Find
Over the past year, data has shown significant drops in referrals and child count data for Part C
or Part B 619 most likely due to COVID-19 for communities and programs. Your state is
concerned particularly for those children and families who have been disproportionately
impacted (by race, ethnicity, geography, income, drop in well child checks). What strategies will
you use to address this issue?
Family outcomes
Over the last three years, your indicator C4 family data response rate is consistently low and not
representative of families in your state. Some stakeholders on your ICC have suggested different
survey distribution methods (e.g., online or mail) and others have suggested a need to change the
survey tool. What are the strategies you will use to address this issue?
Inclusion
For the 5th year in a row, LRE data have not shown improvement in opportunities for providing
IDEA services in inclusive settings. There are a number of areas to address and possible
solutions, but nothing we’ve done seems to work. We’ve tried monitoring, use of improvement
planning, and use of technical assistance. What adaptive strategies could you use to improve
inclusive opportunities reflected by these data?
Part C to 619 Transitions
Despite the efforts of both agencies, there is still not smooth transition from Part C to Part B 619
throughout the year in many communities in the state supported by data and parent report. There
are some areas of your state that have made this work well, but there has not been a coordinated
transition process across the state. What strategies will you use to address this issue?
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Small Group Activity
Directions: Please discuss the following questions. Be prepared to share out one challenge, one
strategy, and one concrete step for moving forward.
•
•
•
•

Read the scenario for the topic you selected.
What is an adaptive challenge associated with the scenario?
What adaptive strategies would be or have been helpful for this challenge?
Based on the strategy used, what is a concrete next step or action to take?
Adaptive Challenge

Strategy
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Next Step

